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Key Points:5

• We propose a novel PINN framework using frequency upscaling and neuron split-6

ting, yielding efficient, highly accurate, high-frequency wavefield solutions.7

• We propose an empirical formula that relates the neuron splitting to the frequency8

upscaling that allows for fast convergence.9

• The proposed method can offer a compressed representation of the wavefield so-10

lution, which allows for easy storage, and instant access of wavefield information11

on dynamic grids.12
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Abstract13

Seismic wave-equation based methods, e.g. full waveform inversion, are currently used14

to illuminate the interior of Earth. Solving for the frequency-domain scattered wavefield15

via physics-informed neural network (PINN) has great potential in increasing the flex-16

ibility and reducing the computational cost of seismic modeling and inversion. However,17

when dealing with high-frequency wavefields using PINN, its accuracy and training cost18

limit its application. Thus, we propose a novel implementation of PINN using frequency19

upscaling and neuron splitting, which allows the neural network model to grow in size20

as we increase the frequency while leveraging the information from the pre-trained model21

for lower-frequency wavefields, resulting in fast convergence to highly accurate wavefield22

solutions. Numerical results show that, compared to the commonly used PINN with ran-23

dom initialization, the proposed PINN exhibits notable superiority in terms of conver-24

gence and accuracy and can achieve neuron based high-frequency wavefield solutions with25

a shallow model.26

Plain Language Summary27

Waves penetrating the Earth carry valuable information on their interaction with28

the wave physical properties inside the Earth. Recording these waves using sensors placed29

on the Earth surface, or in some cases inside it, allows us to invert for these properties.30

The inversion process often requires repeated wavefield simulations, which is computa-31

tionally demanding. With the progress in high-performance computing and numerical32

methods, these simulations are becoming faster and the inversion process is currently used33

in near-surface characterization, onshore and offshore exploration seismology, deep crustal34

seismic imaging, earthquake seismology and ambient-noise seismology. However, there35

is still a need to reduce the computational cost of wavefield simulations, especially for36

high-frequency waves. Specifically, the computational cost of simulation, by solving the37

Helmholtz wave equation, increases exponentially with frequency. Neural networks have38

the potential for solving this problem by providing instance wavefield solutions. In this39

study, we train a small neural network (NN) to learn the wavefield solution at low fre-40

quency. We split the neurons in the trained NN to their offsprings using neuron split-41

ting, then we train this larger NN model to represent the wavefield solution at a higher42

frequency starting with the NN parameters of the lower frequency. This upscaling pro-43

cess allows us to predict high frequency wavefields using relatively small NN models. The44

functional form of the NN allows for wavefield solutions along irregular surfaces and com-45

plicated domains.46

1 Introduction47

Seismic full-waveform inversion is an ideal tool to recover the Earth’s interior struc-48

ture over various scales from the recorded data. At the heart of the inversion process is49

wavefield simulation, which is often rigid, costly, and not data driven. The commonly50

used time domain wave equation modeling is a relatively expensive and usually executed51

for one source at a time. In realistic inversion scenarios, the frequencies needed to illu-52

minate the Earth are limited (Sirgue & Pratt, 2004). Frequency-domain seismic mod-53

eling, based on the Helmholtz wave equation, provides compact representations of sub-54

surface wavefields (Marfurt, 1984). Those representations are highly desirable in appli-55

cations like waveform inversion (Pratt et al., 1998). However, the computational cost of56

numerically solving the Helmholtz equation increases almost exponentially with frequency.57

The cost becomes more of a burden when we have to compute multi high frequency wave-58

fields, as each frequency often requires its own matrix inversion. Besides, the complex-59

ity of the Helmholtz equation, when we consider more realistic physics like those for anisotropic60

media, limits our ability to solve it numerically (Wu & Alkhalifah, 2018).61
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A recently developed physics-informed neural network (PINN) framework (Raissi62

et al., 2019) showed potential as an efficient surrogate modeling approach for frequency-63

domain wavefields (Alkhalifah et al., 2020; Sitzmann et al., 2020; Song et al., 2021). It64

can be used to solve for the wavefield in a self-supervised manner using physical constraints.65

The PINN solutions is adaptable to any model shape including when we have irregular66

topography. However, its implementation to predict high-frequency wavefield represen-67

tations, in which the wavefields tend to be more complex, is challenging. The universal68

approximation theorem (Hornik et al., 1989) states that using neural network (NN), we69

can theoretically represent any continuous function with a sufficiently wide and deep enough70

NN. The model architecture, training samples, and even the initialization of the NN af-71

fects the convergence and accuracy of the wavefield solution (Alkhalifah et al., 2020). Pre-72

vious work on PINN using positional encoding (PE) (Huang et al., 2021) can improve73

the accuracy and accelerate convergence to some extent, but for high-frequency wave-74

fields, PINNs do not converge to convincing solutions. The limitation of PINN has been75

documented by many researchers (Xu et al., 2018; Xu, 2018; Xu et al., 2019; Basri et al.,76

2019; Cao et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2021).77

Fortunately, NN has a low-frequency bias property (Xu et al., 2018; Rahaman et78

al., 2018; Xu, 2018), which means in the training of NN, the network first learns the low79

frequency components of a function and then slowly adds the higher frequency informa-80

tion. Since wavefields for a fixed velocity model share properties over many frequencies,81

like the speed of wave propagation (controls the general shape), we can use this feature82

in our NN training. Specifically, we train a neural network to predict low-frequency wave-83

fields, and use the trained model to initialize the training for higher-frequencies, which84

we will refer to as frequency upscaling in PINN (PINNup). Now we ask ourselves, what85

network size can accommodate all the frequencies of interest? To capture the features86

embedded in the often complex wavefields at high-frequency and at the same time ben-87

efit from pretraining, we will also need a large neural network for low-frequency wave-88

field representations, which is a waste. Thus, in our proposed PINNup, we train an NN89

with a shallow and narrow architecture for low-frequency wavefields, and increase the90

size of our network as we upscale to high frequency. There are many ways to increase91

the number of neurons in each layer, like adding new neurons estimated by gradient boost-92

ing while keeping the previous neurons fixed (Schwenk & Bengio, 2000; Bengio et al., 2006;93

Bach, 2017), or adding new neurons with random initialization (Chen et al., 2016). How-94

ever, these methods require more time to converge and do not benefit from the pretrained95

model. So we use a neuron splitting strategy (Liu et al., 2019), which can leverage the96

existing model for faster convergence.97

To summarize, the contribution of our work includes:98

• A novel PINN framework using frequency upscaling and neuron splitting, we re-99

fer to it as PINNup.100

• An empirical formula that relates the neuron splitting to the frequency upscaling101

that allows for high accuracy and fast convergence.102

• The proposed method can offer a compressed representation of the wavefield.103

In the following sections, we first introduce the theory of our proposed method, then com-104

pare its performance with the conventional approach on a simple layered model extracted105

from the Marmousi model and an Overthrust model, which demonstrate the ability of106

our proposed method to efficiently represent more complex wavefields accurately.107

2 Methodology108

In the following subsections, we will review the wave equation for a scattered wave-109

field, then illustrate the idea of frequency upscaling within the framework of PINN, and110

finally share the general idea behind neuron splitting and its implementation.111
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2.1 The acoustic wave equation in frequency domain112

One major characteristic of wavefields in the frequency domain is that for individ-
ual frequencies these wavefields share the same general shape when they correspond to
the same velocity model and source location. In the spirit of frequency strategies in full-
waveform inversion (FWI), which optimizes the objective function sequentially from low
to high frequency, we propose to optimize the neural network wavefield solution in the
same way. The proposed strategy, in principal, can help any wave equation in the fre-
quency domain, e.g. acoustic/elastic wave equations in anisotropic/isotropic media even
with attenuation. To develop the concept, we focus, in this paper, on the frequency up-
scaling and neuron splitting for the 2-D frequency-domain acoustic wave equation (the
Helmholtz equation), which is given by:

(ω2m +∇2)U(x) = s, (1)

where m is the squared slowness, ω is the angular frequency, U is the frequency-domain
wavefield as a function of x = (x, z) due to a source s = (sx, sz) and ∇ is the gradi-
ent operator. To mitigate the influence of the source singularity and decrease the need
of training samples, we consider the scattered wavefield δU = U −U0 (Alkhalifah et
al., 2020) in this paper. Then, the wave equation for the scattered wavefield δU can be
formulated as:

ω2mδU +∇2δU + ω2δmU0 = 0, (2)

where U0 is the background wavefield, and δm = m−m0 is the squared slowness per-
turbation. In this equation, U0 can be calculated based on a constant background squared
slowness m0 using an analytical formula (Richards & Aki, 1980):

U0(x, z) =
i

4
H

(2)
0 (ω

√
m0{(x− sx)2 + (z − sz)2} (3)

where H
(2)
0 is the zero-order Hankel function of the second kind. It should be noted that113

the concept of the scattered wavefield is different from the Born approximation. The Born114

approximation assumes small velocity perturbations from the velocity, which is often a115

smoother version of the true subsurface velocity model. In equation 2, we use a constant116

velocity to remove the source term, and unlike the Born approximation, the model, m,117

in the first term is the true one, not the background one. In other words, our purpose118

is to reduce the source term in the Helmholtz equation to alleviate the source singular-119

ity to make the PINN representation for wavefield easier.120

2.2 Frequency upscaling of the wavefield representation in PINN121

Learning an effective representation Ψ(θ,x) for a frequency-domain wavefield us-
ing a physical constraint (known as physics informed neural network, PINN), as a sur-
rogate modeling technique is attractive. Here, θ represents the NN model parameters
and x includes the input coordinates for the wavefield and the source location (dimen-
sions of the Green’s function). Taking a fully-connected deep neural network with L lay-
ers as an example, the latent representation learned by the `-th layer, H(`), is given by:

H(`) = φ
(
W(`)H(`−1) + b(`)

)
, ` = 1, ..., L− 1, (4)

where W` and b` are the weight matrices and bias vectors of the `-th layer, respectively,
and φ is an activation function. As suggested by Sitzmann et al. (2020) and Huang et
al. (2021), we use the sine activation function to improve the convergence and accuracy
of PINN. Moreover, using positional encoding can improve the representation of NNs for
frequency-domain wavefields (Huang et al., 2021). Thus, we set H(0) as the input coor-
dinates x = x, z, sx (in 2D, and sources on the surface) and its positional embedded
vector. In the implementation of positional encoding, a series of sinusoidal functions (Vaswani
et al., 2017) are used to embed the inputs:

pe(x) = [sin(20πx), cos(20πx), ..., sin(2d−1πx), cos(2d−1πx)], (5)
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where d is the dimension of the positional encoding and it is set to 2 in the following ex-122

periments.123

Then the mapping function Ψ can be formulated from the last linear layer as

Ψ(θ,x) = W(L)H(L−1) + b(L), (6)

and θ is the set of {W(1),b(1); W(2),b(2); . . . ; W(L),b(L)}.124

During the training process, we use the wave equation 2 (as a loss measure) to op-
timize the neural network, which maps the input point coordinates to scattered wave-
field. Thus, the corresponding loss function in this self-supervised training is given by

L =
1

N

N∑
i=1

∣∣ω2miΨ(θ,xi) +∇2Ψ(θ,xi) + ω2δmiU i
0

∣∣2
2
, (7)

where i and N represent the training sample index and the number of training samples125

x, respectively.126

Similar to FWI, our NN is first trained for low-frequency wavefields, and gradu-127

ally optimized for high-frequency wavefields using the lower frequency NN parameters128

to initialize the model. The information contained in the NN for low-frequency wave-129

fields is beneficial for higher-frequency wavefield training, leading to faster convergence130

and better prediction than training from scratch. From the prospective of deep learn-131

ing, our source domain (low-frequency wavefield) and target domain (a higher-frequency132

wavefield) are inherently related through the kinematic properties for a given velocity133

model and source location. However, higher frequency wavefields are dynamically more134

complex, and thus, will require larger neural network models that can represent the com-135

plex features. The workflow of the proposed method is illustrated in Figure 1. After we136

train the neural network to predict low-frequency wavefields using a small network, we137

increase the size of the network through neural splitting and then use it to learn higher138

frequency representation. Thus, we can benefit from the NN training experience at low139

frequency to help us converge faster at high frequencies.140

2.3 Neuron splitting operation141

As mentioned before, we want to leverage the information from trained models, while
increasing the convergence speed of larger NNs needed for higher frequency representa-
tions. The concept of neuron splitting allows us to increase the network size without ef-
fecting its output (Liu et al., 2019). The splitting process of the neurons in a hidden layer
involves duplicating the weights coming into the neuron to all of its off springs, while di-
viding the weights connecting the neuron with the next layer by the number of offsprings.
In the case of splitting all the neurons, the weights and biases are given by the follow-
ing formulas:

W
(1)
split =

[
W(1) . . .W(1)

]T
,b

(1)
split =

[
b(1) . . .b(1)

]T
, (8)

W
(`)
split =

1

n

W(`) . . .W(`)

...
W(`) . . .W(`)

 ,b(`)
split =

[
b(`) . . .b(`)

]T
, (9)

W
(L)
split =

1

n

[
W(L) . . .W(L)

]
,b

(L)
split = b(L). (10)

where the size of the vector and the number of columns in the matrix are equal to n.142

3 Numerical Experiments143

We will first evaluate the ability of the frequency upscaling to improve the efficiency144

of the training for a higher-frequency wavefield representation. We then evaluate the abil-145

ity of neuron splitting to help us get higher-accuracy for high-frequency wavefields. The146
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Neuron splitting

X Positional  
Encoding ω2

hmδUh + ∇2δUh + ω2
hδmU0,h = 0

ℒ = 1
N

N

∑
i=1

ω2
hmiδUi

h + ∇2δUi
h + ω2

hδmiUi0,h
2

2

Initialization: pre-trained High-frequency

δUh

X Positional  
Encoding

δUl

ℒ = 1
N

N

∑
i=1

ω2
l miδUi

l + ∇2δUi
l + ω2

l δmiUi0,l
2

2

ω2
l mδUl + ∇2δUl + ω2

l δmU0,l = 0

Low-frequencyRandom initialization

Figure 1: The framework of our proposed method, where X is the set of inputs x, and
δU is the corresponding complex wavefield (the output). The basic NN architecture used
here is PINN with sine activation and positional encoding.

tests are based on a simple layered model extracted from the Marmousi model (Figure 2(a))147

covering an area of 2.5×2.5 km2. In the last subsection, we test the proposed method148

on a more realistic 2D model, an Overthrust model, covering an area of 12.5×4.0 km2.149

The networks are trained using a NVIDIA A100 GPU with 80 GB of memory.150

3.1 PINN using frequency upscaling and neuron splitting151

We generated 10000 random training samples of (x, z, xs) covering the space co-152

ordinates of the wavefield, and the source location on the surface, with their correspond-153

ing δm for the squared slowness perturbation, and m0(= 1.5km/s) for background squared154

slowness, needed for the loss function. The depth of sources zs is set to 0.025 km. The155

background wavefield is calculated analytically for a background velocity of 1.5 km/s us-156

ing equation 3 (considering its analytical nature, the background wavefield can be cal-157

culated instantly). We train a small 2-layer fully-connected NN with {4, 4} neurons (4158

neurons per hidden layer) to predict the wavefield corresponding to a frequency of 2 Hz.159

The training is carried out over 50000 epochs using an Adam optimizer. The initial learn-160

ing rate is 0.001 and decreases by every 5000 epochs. The runtime for each epoch is 0.0053161

s. To evaluate the results, we solve the Helmholtz equation numerically for a frequency162

of 2 Hz using the velocity model for 9 sources uniformly located on the surface. Using163

our trained NN, we then predict the solution on the same regular grid used for the nu-164

merical solution, which is discretized in the 2.5 × 2.5 km2 area using 100 samples in both165

the x and z directions. Using the numerical solution as reference, the average relative166

L2 norm errors in the NN wavefield for the 9 sources, are 0.262 for real part and 0.294167

for imaginary part. The predictions, taking a source located at 1.0 km as an example,168

are shown in Figure 2. The prediction (which is instant) of both the real and imaginary169

parts are generally consistent with the numerical solution. Figure 3 offers a closer look170

by comparing vertical profiles taken at horizontal distance 1.0 km. The phase of the pre-171
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dictions are close to the numerical solution. As a result, the 2 Hz wavefield for any source172

near the surface (Green’s function) is stored in an NN function represented by 94 pa-173

rameters (The neural network parameters). In other words, this 3D wavefield, which of-174

ten requires at least 100×100×20 grid points to represent, considering a more discrete175

sampling of the sources, is represented by less than 100 NN parameters as a function.176

a) b) c)

d) e)

Figure 2: The true velocity extracted from the Marmousi model (a), and the real and
imaginary parts of the scattered wavefield for a source located at 1.0 km near the surface
via a conventional numerical method (b, d) (considered ground truth) and PINN (c, e),
respectively.

a) b)

Figure 3: Vertical profiles extracted at horizontal distance 1.0 km of the numerical (black
solid lines) and predicted (red dashed lines) solutions for a frequency of 2Hz: a) the real
part, and b) the imaginary part.

177

We, then, train the same NN of {4, 4} neurons to predict a 4-Hz wavefield. The train-178

ing parameters are the same as above, but now we use 40000 randomly generated train-179

ing samples. The runtime for each epoch is 0.0090 s. We train two independent NNs,180
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a) b) c)

e) f)d)

Figure 4: The real (a, b, c) and imaginary (d, e, f) parts of the 4Hz scattered wavefield
via a numerical method (a, d) and PINN using random initialization (b, e) and using the
trained model for 2Hz (c, f).

with one of them using random initialization, while the other using the pre-trained model181

on the 2-Hz wavefield as initial weights for the NN model. The predictions of these two182

models after 50000 epochs of training are shown in Figure 4. The prediction result of183

training with random initialization is erroneous, while the initialization with the pre-trained184

model admitted much better results, which includes more information of the 4 Hz wave-185

field. It demonstrates that the information gained from the previously trained model for186

2-Hz helped accelerate the convergence of the 4Hz training. To illustrate this feature fur-187

ther, we share the loss functions for the two training tasks, which are the average L2 norm188

of the PDE residuals, as shown in Figure 5. We can see that the PINN, even with po-189

sitional encoding, needs a lot of epochs to start to converge when we begin from randomly190

initialized parameters. Moreover, the loss decreases slowly, which shows that a larger net-191

work may be needed in this case. In contrast, with the information gained from the pre-192

vious training, the NN can better converge to the proper parameters. In other words,193

considering the same velocity model, NN information can transfer from low to high fre-194

quency. We still observe that even with this same small network, our proposed method195

was able to add additional information to the wavefield. This feature can help us uti-196

lize small more efficient networks in learning approximate wavefield functions.197

However, as shown in Figure 4(c), the predicted wavefield is highly smoothed com-198

pared with the numerical solution and some important features are missing. The width199

of NN is too narrow to represent the higher-frequency wavefield, and as a result, it ad-200

mitted a smooth version of it. Thus, we use neuron splitting to increase the NN size 4201

times (we will discuss this choice of splitting in the Discussion section) compared to the202

trained model for 2Hz and use it for the additional training on the 4Hz wavefield. The203

training epochs is 50000 and the runtime for each epoch now is 0.0091 s. The prediction204

is shown in Figure 6, which is much better than the prediction in Figure 4(c). We also205

compare the result with that trained with random initialization on the larger network206

and show their loss functions (Figure 7). With neuron splitting, the NN can further con-207

verge to the proper parameters. To have a general detailed look at the improvement, we208

show a comparison of the vertical profiles of the wavefield at horizontal distance 1.0 km209

(Figure 8). The results demonstrate the importance of using information from the low-210
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Training Iteration

103
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Random Initialization
Trained model for 2Hz

Figure 5: A comparison of the loss curves for training an NN model to predict the 4Hz
scattered wavefield starting with random initialization (solid) and the trained model for 2
Hz (dashed). The NN model is given by 2 hidden layers {4, 4}.

frequency model. Since our NN include the source location as input, we further test 9211

different sources uniformly located on the surface from 0.25 km to 2.25 km and calcu-212

late their average relative L2 norm errors (Table 1). The lower errors for the neuron split-213

ting approach demonstrate that PINN with frequency upscaling and neuron splitting can214

efficiently admit higher-frequency wavefields with higher accuracy.215

Table 1: The average relative L2 norm errors of predictions of NN for multiple sources for
a frequency of 4Hz as compared with the numerical solutions.

Method
Random Init. Random Init. Trained 2Hz Neuron Splitting
{4,4} {16,16} {4,4} {16,16}

Real parts 1.076 0.767 0.711 0.201
Imaginary parts 1.018 0.838 0.719 0.211

3.2 Accurate higher-frequency wavefields216

Since we have observed the superiority of our proposed method in upscaling from217

2 to 4 Hz, we next consider higher-frequency wavefields, which are more realistic and com-218

mon in seismic applications. In this section, and in following with FWI traditions (Sirgue219

& Pratt, 2004), we upscale to three frequencies, 8 Hz, 16 Hz, 32 Hz in succession, as ex-220

amples, to test the performance of our proposed method in dealing with higher frequen-221

cies. We again increase the model size 4 times as the frequency is doubled and also in-222

–9–
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a) b) c)

e) f)d)

Figure 6: The real (a, b, c) and imaginary (d, e, f) parts of the 4Hz scattered wavefield
via a numerical method (a, d), PINN using random initialization (b, e) and using the
trained model for 2Hz after neuron splitting (c, f).

crease the number of training samples by 4 times. The training strategy is modified slightly223

here. We keep the batch size the same (40000) and decrease the epochs to keep the num-224

ber of total iterations the same, which yields more efficient solutions. For evaluation, we225

set the source locations for the numerical reference solution from 0.25 km to 2.25 km lat-226

erally with an interval of 0.25 km, and calculate the average relative L2 norm error. Sim-227

ilar to above, we extract the predicted wavefield for the source at the 1.0 km location228

laterally from our trained Greens function for detailed comparison.229

We train the 8 Hz wavefield starting from the 4 Hz model. Specifically, the network230

is initialized using the 4 Hz NN model and after we split each neuron to 4 offsprings, re-231

sulting in a network with still two hidden layers, but 64 neurons in each layer. The run-232

time for each iteration is 0.011 s. The average relative L2 norm errors are 0.211 for real233

part and 0.190 for imaginary part. Figure 9 shows the predicted wavefields at 8 Hz. The234

PINNup solution recovers almost every detail of the 8 Hz wavefield for both the real and235

imaginary parts. The differences in the real and imaginary parts of the wavefields be-236

tween the numerical and the PINNup solutions are small, which proves that PINNup to237

8 Hz works fine. The detailed profile comparison (Figure 10) also show the consisten-238

cies of phase and amplitude between the numerical solutions and PINN predictions.239

Then we train the 16 Hz wavefield using the 8 Hz pre-trained model the above ex-240

periment. After splitting, the neural network has two-hidden-layers with 256 neurons in241

each layer. The runtime for each iteration is 0.028 s. For the numerical solution at 16242

Hz, we use a finer grid of 200 samples in both the x and z directions to avoid numeri-243

cal dispersion. The average relative L2 norm errors are 0.239 for real part and 0.258 for244

imaginary part. As shown in Figure 11, the solution provided by PINNup is close to the245

numerical one, as it captures the complex features of the 16 Hz wavefield. The differ-246

ence between the numerical solution and PINNup solution is also small. To show a close247

look at the difference, we extracted the profile at 1 km location laterally (Figure 12). We248

observe the consistencies between the predicted ones and numerical solution and the main249

difference appears near the source.250
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Figure 7: A comparison of the loss curves for training a larger model to predict the 4Hz
scattered wavefield starting from the random initialization (solid) and from the trained
model for 2 Hz after neuron splitting (dashed). The NN model is given by 2 hidden layers
{16, 16}.

a) b)

Figure 8: Vertical profiles extracted at the horizontal location 1.0 km of the numerical
(black lines) and predicted solutions starting with random initialization by {4,4} hidden
neurons (red lines), random initialization by {16,16} hidden neurons (blue lines), the
trained model for 2 Hz (green lines), and the trained model for 2Hz with neuron splitting
(yellow lines), for frequency of 4Hz: a) real part, and b) Imaginary part.

Finally, we train the 32 Hz wavefield starting with the previous model for 16 Hz251

wavefield. The network size after repeating the same splitting strategy described above252

becomes {1024, 1024}. The runtime for each iteration is 0.108 s. Again, to avoid numer-253

ical dispersion in the numerical solution, which is used as reference, we use a finer grid254

of 800 samples in each of the x and z directions. The average relative L2 norm errors255

are 0.222 for real part and 0.223 for imaginary part. The results of PINNup for the real256
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a) b) c)

e) f)d)

Figure 9: The real (a, b, c) and imaginary (d, e, f) parts of the 8Hz scattered wavefield
via a numerical method (a, d), PINN using the trained model for 4Hz after neuron split-
ting (b, e), and their corresponding differences (c, f).

a) b)

Figure 10: Vertical profiles extracted at the horizontal location 1.0 km of the numerical
(black solid lines) and predicted (red dashed lines) solutions for frequency of 8Hz: a) real
part, and b) Imaginary part.

and imaginary parts of the 32 Hz wavefield are shown in Figures 13(b) and (e). Its phase257

and amplitude features are very close to the numerical solutions. We display the differ-258

ence plots at the same scale and observe that the representation of 32 Hz wavefield has259

good accuracy. The detailed profiles comparison (Figure 14) demonstrates the consis-260

tency in phase while the amplitude at the deeper parts has small difference.261

As shown in Table 2, as the frequency increases, the computational cost increases.262

Even though the representations of wavefield via NN at every frequency may include some263

errors, those errors, as we saw, are generally small, and we managed to capture the most264

important features of the wavefield. To further highlight the importance of our approach265

for PINN, we refer the reader to Sitzmann et al. (2020) in which they use a sine acti-266

vation function to predict a 3.2 Hz wavefield corresponding to the Helmholtz equation,267

and to do so they needed a network of 5 layers with 256 neurons per layer, and that pre-268

diction was for a single source, not a Green’s function.269
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a) b) c)

e) f)d)

Figure 11: The real (a, b, c) and imaginary (d, e, f) parts of the 16Hz scattered wave-
field via a numerical method (a, d), PINN using the trained model for 8Hz after neuron
splitting (b, e), and their corresponding differences (c, f).

a) b)

Figure 12: Vertical profiles extracted at the horizontal location 1.0 km of the numerical
(black solid lines) and predicted (red dashed lines) solutions for frequency of 16Hz: a) real
part, and b) Imaginary part.

Table 2: The computational cost and relative L2 norm errors of the proposed method
for every frequency. The additional runtime only considers the computational cost of the
training based on the pretrained model.

Frequency
Relative L2 norm error

Additional Runtime
Real Imaginary

2 Hz 0.262 0.294 4.4 minutes
4 Hz 0.201 0.211 7.5 minutes
8 Hz 0.211 0.190 36.6 minutes
16 Hz 0.239 0.258 93.3 minutes
32 Hz 0.222 0.223 360.0 minutes
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a) b) c)

e) f)d)

Figure 13: The real (a, b, c) and imaginary (d, e, f) parts of the 32Hz scattered wave-
field via a numerical method (a, d), PINN using the trained model for 16Hz after neuron
splitting (b, e), and their corresponding differences (c, f).

a) b)

Figure 14: Vertical profiles extracted at the horizontal location 1.0 km of the numerical
(black solid lines) and predicted (red dashed lines) solutions for a frequency of 32Hz: a)
the real part, and b) the imaginary part.

From the above experiments, we observe that with our proposed method, we can270

easily predict highly accurate multi-frequency wavefield solutions at any location in the271

domain of interest corresponding to any source location on the surface (because the in-272

put of our network includes the coordinates of source on the surface and arbitrary space273

coordinates). In other words, no interpolation is needed. Such a continuous wavefield274

representation is stored in a much more compressed form even for the 32 Hz represen-275

tation.276

3.3 Tests on the Overthrust model277

As we know, the optimization in PINN is challenging and prone to failure, espe-278

cially on large models or with an increase in the dimension of the input (Moseley et al.,279

2021). In this section, we test the proposed method on a more realistic model, which ex-280

tends to a much larger area of 12.5×4.0 km2 (Figure 15). This model has 501 samples281
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in the x, and z directions with a 25 m sampling interval. For evaluation, we use a source282

located at 5.0 km for the numerical reference solution, and we extract the predicted wave-283

field for that source from our trained Greens function for comparison. The background284

wavefield is calculated analytically for a homogeneous velocity of 2.85 km/s. The net-285

work for this large model has four hidden layers and the L for the positional encoding286

is 4. We compared the computational cost and accuracy between the proposed method287

and a vanilla PINN trained from scratch (Table 3). The vanilla PINN, whose NN has288

four hidden layers {256,256,128,128}, is trained starting from random initialization with289

160000 random samples and using an Adam optimizer for 60000 epochs. The proposed290

method is first trained using an NN of {64,64,32,32} for a 4 Hz wavefield with 10000 ran-291

dom samples and using Adam optimizer for 320000 epochs. Then we train an NN of {128,128,64,64}292

starting from the 4 Hz model for an 8 Hz wavefield prediction with 40000 random sam-293

ples and using Adam optimizer for 80000 epochs. Finally, we train an NN of {256,256,128,128}294

starting from the 8 Hz model to predict a 16 Hz wavefield with 160000 random samples295

and using Adam optimizer for 20000 epochs. As shown in the Table 3, the proposed method296

shows better efficiency and good accuracy. As mentioned before, we train the NN first297

at low frequency with a small NN and with fewer random samples, and increase the NN298

size and samples as frequency increases, which admits a total cost less than training a299

big NN and with large mount of random samples.

0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5
Distance (km)

0
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Figure 15: The Overthrust velocity model.

Table 3: The computational cost and relative L2 norm error of the proposed method and
PINN trained from scratch.

Method
Relative L2 norm error

Runtime
Real Imaginary

Random Init. 0.697 0.711 192 minutes
Our method 0.363 0.367 128 minutes

300

We also show the wavefield (Figure 16) and vertical profile comparison at 5.0 km301

location laterally (Figure 17). They show that the proposed method achieves higher ac-302

curacy. However, the amplitude accuracy at large offsets suffers slightly due to the com-303

plexity of wavefield.304
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a) b) c)

d) e) f)

Figure 16: The real (a, b, c) and imaginary (d, e, f) parts of the 16Hz scattered wavefield
via a numerical method (a, d), PINN using random initialization (b, e) and using the
proposed method (c, f).

a) b)

Figure 17: Vertical profiles extracted at the horizontal location 5.0 km of the numerical
(black solid lines), predicted solutions starting from random initialization (red dashed
lines), and using the proposed method (blue dotted lines), for frequency of 16Hz: a) real
part, and b) Imaginary part.

4 Discussions305

The purpose of this work is to demonstrate the potential to upscale from low to306

higher frequency in training neural network wavefield functions. The frequency upscal-307

ing improved the convergence of PINN, as it leverages key information from the lower-308

frequency in the training optimization problem. A similar feature is noticed in FWI as309

we build velocity models. This is consistent with the low-frequency bias property of NN.310

In other words, the NN tends to focus on the low-frequency component of a function first311

and then adds higher-frequency components gradually. Thus, the pre-trained model from312

the low-frequency wavefield can be a good initial model for higher frequency training.313

As a result, we simply need some additional training to transfer the knowledge of pre-314

dicting low-frequency wavefields to higher-frequency ones. However, to fully benefit from315

this feature, we also utilize here the concept of neuron splitting to increase the size of316

our NN model to reflect the complexity of the predicted wavefields at higher frequency.317

This allows us to predict higher accuracy wavefields at a reduced cost. The splitting pa-318

rameter n depends on the frequency upscaling. We found empirically, as the examples319

show, that if we initialize our training with the NN model parameters used to predict320

a wavefield at a frequency half that of interest, we need to split the neurons by 4. This321

number is directly proportional to the effective increase of doubling the frequency on the322

grid requirement for each of the two axis in 2D (2×2). So in 3D media, we assume that323

the required splitting for a prediction at a frequency that is double that of the previously324
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trained network would be 8 (2×2×2). The same ratios hold for the number of training325

samples to cover the domain of evaluation. In other words, this reasoning comes from326

the fact that for the same velocity model in 2D, a 2 Hz wavefield in a 4 km2 area is equiv-327

alent in complexity to a 4 Hz wavefield in a 1 km2 area. We noticed that the third di-328

mension given by the source has little baring on this empirical relation, because if the329

velocity is laterally invariant, the wavefields from the various sources are similar. Thus,330

more complex lateral variations might require us to split the neurons even more. One331

interesting component of this upscaling is that, unlike the numerical solutions where a332

doubling of the frequency implies sampling that increase the cost by 10 times in 2D, the333

splitting and the increase in the training samples for higher frequency increases the cost334

by around 6 times for our neural training of even the Green’s function.335

Moreover, the neuron splitting we incorporated is one approach from a family of336

approaches. We can also use optimized neuron splitting to make the NN architecture for337

higher-frequency wavefields more adaptable to the prediction needs (Liu et al., 2019).338

In this case, the splitting is not fixed for every neuron, as it depends on the optimiza-339

tion. However, the down side to this approach is the additional cost of this adaptive split-340

ting. In most cases, we believe the fixed neuron splitting guided by the frequency up-341

scaling is good enough.342

Another important factor is the computational cost. Since we train a smaller net-343

work with less training samples to predict low frequencies, and then utilize that network344

as a starting point with neuron splitting to train a bigger network to predict higher fre-345

quencies, the cost, as the examples show, is lower than training the larger network needed346

for higher frequency prediction from scratch. More importantly, the framework provides347

much accurate wavefields. In comparison with numerical methods, there is still work to348

be done in improving the convergence of PINNs. Besides, the PINN is trained on a spe-349

cific model, we will need to employ transfer learning when applied to another model (Waheed350

et al., 2021). However, the NN functional representation provides far more flexibility than351

numerical solutions in handing irregular domains and more complex PDEs. It also pro-352

vides an interesting level of compression of solution. As part of an FWI implementation,353

as we upscale from low to high frequency, the PINNup strategy can provide an efficient354

implementation of FWI.355

5 Conclusions356

We proposed an efficient PINN resulting in higher-accuracy in predicting wavefields357

at higher frequencies courtesy of frequency upscaling and neuron splitting. We train a358

small NN with a small number of training samples to predict low frequency wavefields.359

The trained NN model is used as an initial model for training at higher frequencies us-360

ing a larger neural network architecture by utilizing neuron splitting. The convergence361

and accuracy of this approach in predicting wavefields at higher frequencies exceeds those362

obtained through random initialization of the NN model. Applications on a simple lay-363

ered model and the Overthrust model demonstrated such features. Even with a shallow364

network, we can still leverage the proposed method to get high-frequency wavefields with365

good accuracy, which is very hard for conventional PINN. These features are very favor-366

able for future applications in waveform inversion.367
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